A modified process for the dry spinning of carbon nanotube (CNT) yarn is reported. The approach gives an improved structure of CNT bundles in the web drawn from the CNT forest and in the yarn produced from the twisted web leading to improved mechanical properties of the yarn. The process enables many different mechanical and physical treatments to be applied to the individual stages of the pure CNT spinning system, and may allow potential for the development of complex spinning processes such as polymer-CNT based composite yarns. The tensile strength and yarn/web structure of yarn spun using this approach have been investigated and evaluated using standard tensile testing methods along with scanning electron microscopy. The experimental results show that the tensile properties were significantly improved. The effect of heat treatments and other yarn constructions on the tensile properties are also reported.
where r i is the distance between the i th atom pair, σ is the C-C bond length and A and y 0 are constants. The parameters for the Lennard Jones potential (A, y o ) have been further described by Girifalco and Lad [22] .
The computational modelling [23] and the experiments of Ajayan [24] reported that the breaking force for bundles was from the sliding of CNTs rather than where b is a constant value. While F 1 depends on the interactive energy of CNT bundles described above, Qian et al. [23] notes that once the diameter of the tube is assigned, F 2 scales linearly with the contact length.
The mechanical properties of yarn depend not only on the interaction of CNTs in bundles but also on the degree of condensation (or packing) of CNT bundles in the yarn structure. Since the inter-tube interactions in CNT bundles is very weak [28] , to improve the mechanical properties, there is a need to use mechanical or chemical techniques to increase the packing density of the bundles in the structure, for example by (i) inserting twist [10] or (ii) absorbing volatile liquids, such as acetone [29] .
Dry spinning process
This paper focuses on the dry spinning process as it avoids the use of volatile liquids which introduce additional hazards and operating costs. Zhang et. al. [10] described a dry spinning process to spin CNT yarns (Figure 1c ) from substratebased 'forests' of MWCNTs ( Figure 1a ).
The success of the dry spinning process was attributed in part to the degree of twist applied during spinning. The role of twist was to reduce the inter-CNT distance whilst fixing the relaxed cross-section shape for individual CNTs in the bundle and also increasing the van der Waals forces (Eq. 1). It can be seen in Figure 3 that twist (Ω) applied to the CNT web (2) produces the required interbundle lateral cohesion after the web was pulled out from forest wall on the wafer (7). The current dry spinning process schematically described in Figure 3 has some disadvantages as follows:
-The CNT web pulled out of the wafer is poorly orientated (see Figure 1 .b).
Since the CNT web is twisted immediately after being pulled out from the forest this arrangement is locked in place. Thus it is difficult for the CNT bundles to be further aligned in order to improve the structure of yarn. This causes heterogeneity in the tension of the web. Furthermore, the uniformity of the web tension depends on the ratio of the length to the width of the web strip. When the ratio is smaller (shorter triangle) the heterogeneity of web tension is higher. The experimental work showed that for the current dry spinning process, the length of triangle web is very short and the convergence point (6) (see Figure 3 ) tends to move close to the wall of CNT forest (7).
-Since there is no separation between the different stages (eg. web formation and twist insertion) of the current spinning process, processing web and yarn is either very difficult or not efficient.
In order to overcome these disadvantages, a modified dry spinning method is proposed and presented in the next section.
Modified dry-spinning process
The initial web of CNT bundles influences the packing structure of the yarn. For example, a web with a poorly oriented structure (Fig. 1b ) results in yarns with less than optimal packing of the bundles because a large proportion of the CNT bundles are not aligned in the direction of the yarn. This produces yarns with inferior properties to those predicted from the properties of individual CNTs, that is, generally the tensile strength of CNT yarn spun by either the wet or dry-state spinning method is much lower than the strength of individual CNTs [9, 10] .
We postulate that the dry spinning of CNTs brings together the characteristics of both traditional staple spun yarn and synthetic filament spinning, in which the web and yarn structures are the key factors affecting the yarn's physical and mechanical properties. In addition, the bundles of CNTs in web/yarn have similarities to the staple fibres of a spun yarn. Based on this idea and the interactions of CNTs in bundles described in Section 2.1, this work proposes a modified spinning system which seeks to enhance the CNT and bundle interaction by increasing the drawing and alignment of the CNTs in the yarn direction. For the modified spinning process, the system was partitioned into three distinct zones (see Figure 4 ): web formation zone (A), tensioning/drafting zone (B), and twisting zone (C). The following description is general in nature and detailed calculations of our new process will be represented in the future publication.
Web formation
In the web formed from the forest, the bundles are oriented along the yarn axis in a variety of ways, some of them are bundles of parallel CNTs and others are poorly aligned or coiled (Figures 1b, 5b ). It is desirable to have an aligned network of bundles of CNTs in the web structure as this is expected to improve the properties of CNT yarns and derived products. In order to improve the web structure, a web needs to be kept stable during the spinning process. With a CNT forest of given parameters (forest density, CNT length and diameter), web stability is improved by constant length of the web and uniform tension. The geometrical and kinetic model of the web can be obtained via the governing equation of the web formation with the following parameters: the tension T w , the torque Ω caused by twisting and the combination force f s of the CNT interaction, CNT-wafer interaction and the geometry of web (see Figure 5a ). This will be represented in the future publication. Figure 5 A model of CNT web structure. L is the length of CNT web.
After being pulled out from a wafer, the web was stabilized via the regulation of the tension and torque of a tensioning rod system described in the next section ( Figure 6a ). Since the web structure is only weakly bonded, this stabilization and isolation from the later spinning stage was important for allowing further treatments to be performed on the web (for example heat treatment) during the spinning process.
Tensioning rod system
In spite of the uniform tension, there are still random bundles as well as parallel ones in the web. As yarn passes through a capstan effect rod system (CERS) (Figure 6 ), the increased tension extends and aligns the bundles. Provided that the breaking extension of the yarn was not reached, some strain can occur. The change in tension as yarn passes around a rod (described in Figure 6 ) and the corresponding radial pressure on the yarn are given respectively as follows [30, 31] : 
where T o is the tension of CNT yarn rolled up on the bobbin; n is the number of rods and θ i is the contact angle between yarn and i th rod.
Although the yarn was subjected to gradually increasing tension (T w < T 1 < T 2 <…< To) through the CERS (Equation 5), the alignment and slip effects are observed to occur principally at the first rods, where CNT sliver (defined as bundles compacted of low density and without twist) is running through the CERS. The radial pressure imposed on the yarn at the rods, predominantly the later ones causes an increased CNT interaction in bundles and yarn. It was assumed that this process consists of two effects: (i) alignment of nanotubes in the fibres during the initial tensioning and (ii) the condensing or closer packing of the nanotubes together. The former effect increases the contact length between bundles and the latter one decreases the distance between tubes. Both effects are important to increase the tensile properties of the yarn, as the more aligned the fibre bundles, the higher will be the yarn compaction. The net effect being an increase in the tensile strength of yarns produced using this process compared to the process described in Section 2.1.
Twisting zone
As indicated earlier, twist is imparted to reduce the inter-CNT distance and then increase the van der Waals interaction force to produce the required inter-bundle lateral cohesion of the yarn. In the modified spinning process, the total twist reaches from the final rod of the CERS to the bobbin (Figure 7) . A lower twist can be imposed on the yarn when running through the CERS by the adjustment of radial pressure of the yarn on rods via the contact angles (Equation 3b ). This technique allows the influence of twist to occur after the CNT sliver has been stretched, as well as protecting the yarn from exceeding its breaking force. Results show that the tenacity of a CNT yarn depends on stress transfer in shear mode between neighbouring CNT bundles. To achieve a higher tensile strength, the CNTs and bundles need not only to have a minimum length, but also they need to share maximum contact area.
Experimental results and discussion
It should be noted that the tenacity of a yarn depends not only on the spinning process but also on the quality and characteristics of the drawable forest, for example the CNT diameter and length and the density of the CNT forest. In fact, whilst the longer carbon nanotubes will increase inter-tube contact areas and therefore yield higher tensile strength, decreasing the CNT diameter may also increase the yarn tensile strength [12, 13, 15, 16] . In this work, the performance of the modified process has been investigated by comparing experimental results of tensile strength of CNT yarns produced using both methods.
Although the optimization of structural and engineering parameters of the modified process has still to be fully resolved, a significant improvement in the quality of CNT yarn has been obtained, especially enhancements in load transfer (the tensile strength) and the electrical conductivity which will be discussed in a later publication.
The improvement of yarn tensile strength
In this work, the experimental plan involved using MWCNT drawable forests grown on silicon wafers using Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD). The CNT's length and outer diameter are approximately 300-400 µm and 7.5-8.5 nm, respectively. In order to remove the variability of the specification of the CNT forests from this investigation, the comparative results have been developed using MWCNT forest from the same wafer.
The modified system for spinning continuous twisted CNT yarn allows significant improvement in the alignment of bundles in the yarn. The Figures 8 b,c show a typical segment of web and sliver. The micrographs indicate that the bundles in web and sliver structure obtained by the modified process are parallel and highly aligned in the direction of the long axis when compared with the web in Figure 8a produced using the previous process as showed in Figure 3 .
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images also depict the structural difference of sliver located between rod 1 and rod 2 of the CERS using the modified process without heat treatment ( Figure 8c ) and with heat treatment (Figure 8d ) on the web. Twisting can enhance stress transfer between CNT bundles under tensile forces [24, 32] . However, the highly twisted CNT yarn tends to snarl or coil when unconstrained [33] . Figure 10 is a SEM image of a micro-snarling on a CNT yarn with 17000 TPM. The snarling occurs due to the imbalance between torque (caused by twisting) and the yarn tension. Figure 10 . Micrograph of highly twisted yarn with densification: a snarl of yarn.
In order to investigate the tensile strength of CNT spun yarn, four drawable wafers of the same batch have been used to spin CNT yarns using the former process described in Section 2 and the modified process. All are spun using the same spinning parameters. Twist factor of 15000 TPM and the take-up speed of 6m/hour were used. The diameters of yarn samples were determined before testing their breaking force and extension on the tensile tester. The gauge length was 10mm. The results of 12 typical samples shown in Figure 11 depict that the tensile strength of the yarn from the new approach has increased significantly when compared with tensile results using the former process. The tensile strength and strain data covers a range from 970MPa to 1.4GPa and 5%-8%, respectively.
The median tensile strength of 12 typical samples approaches 1.2GPa. The stressstrain curves also depicted that the new process produces yarn with reduced breaking elongation and increased Young Modulus. From the work reported earlier [12, 13, 15, 16, 17 ] the use of high quality CNT forests (longer and smaller diameter CNTs and cleaner and more aligned CNT forests) in our modified spinning process should produce correspondingly higher tensile strength yarns.
The improvement in the yarn structure was obtained by stretching CNT bundles and enabling more effective yarn compaction. This densification treatment was not only from the twist but also by the radial pressure through the CERS. 
Heat treatment of web
It has been shown that the van der Waals force causes the inter-tubular CNT interactions related to the bundle and web formation and yarn compaction and that the magnitude of the force depends on thermal load and temperature [35] [36] [37] .
Hence, temperature can be used as a method to control the CNT interaction during the CNT spinning process. In this section, heat treatment of the web has been considered as a factor in decreasing the van der Waals forces as the web is drafted through the CERS, thus increasing the efficiency of the CERS (Figure 14 ). The results in Figure 15 showed that the temperature affects the mechanical properties of yarn via its effect on the van der Waals interaction between CNTs.
Although the stretch of bundles and alignment level of CNTs depends on other factors such as tension, take-up speed and torque on the web and yarn, a reduction of inter-CNT interaction allows bundles to align more easily under the tension (from the CERS) and then the yarn is more compact under radial pressures. In Figure 15 , 
Conclusions
A modified process for dry-spinning a web of CNTs into a yarn has been evaluated. The spinning system introduced a zone that allows some controlled tensioning of the CNT web and this significantly improved the alignment of the CNT bundles in the web/sliver and was transformed into a highly compacted yarn by twisting. This method led to a significant improvement of mechanical properties of yarn with the tensile strengths about double that of earlier studies.
The present modified process also allows different treatments in the individual zones, during the spinning, and the effect of heating of the web prior to twisting was evaluated and showed an optimum effect on the tensile strength at 200 o C.
These preliminary results demonstrate that further refinement of this approach may contribute to the clarification of how the specific properties of drawable CNTs translate to the bulk properties of manufactured macroscopic structures.
The optimization of the process parameters requires further investigation. The partitioning of the spinning system into separate zones has given new insights into the mechanisms involved and may allow further development of other types of CNT yarns, such as CNT composite yarns.
